
Fred Mueller Saddle circa 1957 
 
My father, Thomas E. Ord was a lifelong resident of Denver, Colorado.  He was a prominent 
Denver businessman and owned Denver Disposal Co., the largest commercial trash hauling 
service in Denver.  He had a strong interest in western and Colorado history. 
 
In 1957 my Dad heard that Fred Mueller Saddlery and 
Harness Company was closing their doors on their saddle 
making business.  He went into their store at 1415 Larimer 
Street in Denver in 1957 and bought the saddle brand new 

that you see 
today.  He 
often 
commented 
that he got 
one of the 
last saddles 
Fred Mueller made before they closed the 
door.  My Dad bought a piece of Colorado 
history. The historical building that housed 
the Fred Mueller Saddle Co. at 1415 
Larimer Street still stands today and is a 
designated Landmark.  Even though the 
Fred Mueller Saddlery and Harness 

Company continued business for several more years through the 60’s, their custom saddle 
work business stopped in 1957. 
 
When Fred Mueller moved from St. Louis to Denver in 1891, he found Denver to be a busy 

place.  Larimer Street was the hub of 
business activity and he foresaw 
opportunities for his saddle making trade. 
This photo was taken on Larimer Street in 
the 1880’s.  The Fred Mueller store 
location was one block away from the first 
Wells Fargo Office.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
During the 1890’s, business trade continued to flourish on the Larimer Street corridor as seen 
from the following photos.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Brief History 
"The Fred Mueller Saddlery & Harness 
Company was opened in 1891 at the Historical 
Landmark address of 1415 Larimer Street 
Denver Colorado. The Fred Mueller Company 
was in business until the early 1960s as 
premiere supplier of everything from Saddles to 
Ranchwear. The company was actually named 
Fred Mueller Saddles & Ranchwear somewhere 
around 1917 when Fred Mueller sold the 
Company to his employees. Fred Mueller was 
born around the end of the Civil War in the mid 
1860s in St. Louis Missouri and lived until 1924 where he died in Denver Colorado. It was 
based on the Fred Mueller belief that a cowboy should be able to satisfy all his needs in one 
place, that led to his employees renaming the Company to reflect that fact. Also they sold a 
wide variety of Cowboy gear like Saddles, Spurs, Tack, Gun Leather, Chaps, Hats, Boots and 
much more. The Company was originally placed within a couple of blocks of the first Wells 
Fargo Office in Denver, Colorado and where another famous saddle maker was located, 
namely The Hermann H. Heiser Saddle Company. Even with the competition of H. H. Heiser 
the Fred Mueller Saddlery & Harness Company achieved great things. The Fred Mueller 
Company was always known for building a strong sturdy dependable saddle that any cowboy 
could rely on anytime" 
 
 
 
 
 
 



What is the Fred Mueller saddle history after the purchase in 1957? 
 
Dad stored the Fred Mueller saddle for many years in a clean fibreboard barrel.  He only used 
the saddle infrequently, when the opportunity arose to go riding.  My father passed away in 
1978 and I inherited the saddle.  In 1980, I bought a ranch at Table Rock Mountain on the 
Monument Ridge in Black Forest, Colorado, located between Denver and Colorado Springs. 
At the ranch we ran a Hereford Cross, yearling operation running 350 head of cattle on 4,000 
acres of leased land.  I personally used the saddle astride large Quarter Horses riding fence, 

counting cattle and roundups for market. 
However, I did not use the Fred Mueller 
saddle that often, as I preferred to use a 
heavier, double rigged Heiser saddle for 

roping that I had at the time.  I shared the Fred 
Mueller saddle with fellow neighbors that were 
3rd and fourth generation cowboys.  
Even though they owned the heavier Heiser, 
Colorado Saddlery and R.T. Frazier  saddles, my cowboy friends often commented that the 
Fred Mueller saddle owned by my Dad, was the most comfortable saddle they ever used.  I 
turned down many offers at the time to sell the Fred Mueller saddle. 
 
By 1987 the ranch at Black forest had been sold.  Lost the lease on 4,000 acres to a real 
estate developer that thought the land could be put to better use as a Safeway grocery 
anchored shopping center and condominiums than grazing cattle. 
 
This Fred Mueller saddle has been in storage since 1987.  I recently had Ed Mathieus, Oak 
Brand Leather in Las Vegas, Nevada professionally clean and oil the saddle.  There has 
never been any repairs, leather replaced or fleece replaced on this saddle.  It is all in original, 
excellent condition.  It is my hope that this original Fred Mueller saddle finds a good home 
with a personal collector or museum that shares this important piece of history for future 
generations. 
 
Best regards, 

Thomas C. Ord | September 19, 2014 


